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HE Harvard Mountaineering Club is now emerging from its
19th year with as enviable a record of accomplishments as could
possibly be hoped for in two decades of life. Ever since the first
organization meeting in September 1924 it has grown in prestige
and tradition. This is no idle boast for with the coming and
going of expeditions every year there have been many successes.
How delighted we were to learn in 1936 of the great climb of those
six H.M.C. men who had gone out to India to help tackle N and a
Devi in the Garwhal Himalaya, the highest summit yet reached by
man. But now, with America faced by the onslaught of war it is
naturally impossible to continue in the old vein. Although our
activities must soon be subordinated to the more immediate problem in hand it will still be possible for some to get a Sunday
afternoon rock climb via the Ashmont subway or bus to Quincy,
and even now and then journey by rail to New Hampshire for a
longer rock or ice climb in the 'Vhite Mountains. Fortunately
there remains a nucleus of active members working in defense
industries in New England which, together with those undergraduates allowed to remain in the university, should keep the
outlook from becoming too pessimistic. Still there is the chance
that the all out war effort may curtail even this. And so it is, in
order to maintain the certainty of a continued existence of the
Harvard Mountaineering Club throughout and at least after this
present emergency that the Council has decided to forget for a
moment that times are not normal and to publish Issue No.6 of
the customary tri-year journal.
The following pages contain accounts of various climbs and expeditions by club members since December '39 when the last
Journal went to press. An unusually large number of contributions
marks a surprising pre-war activity. In view of the threat occasioned
by growing international storm in the last three years we have' no
difficulty in explaining why this issue is entirely devoted to the
western hemisphere. All this is perhaps to the good, for it certainly has produced a greater appreciation of the fine climbs that
can be found in America. The pages devoted to the Spur Cabin
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and to the,digest of local climbs indicates a revived appreciation and
concentratIOn on New England rock and ice climbs. Such interest
of course led directly to the club's Peruvian and Selkirk expeditions
of ,1941 and '42, which in turn allowed us to become of some
ass~st.ance to the government by way of testing equipment and by
trammg a number of members now in the mountain troops. To
complete the list of articles there follows an abundance of material
on Alaska, the region of. most concentrated recent activity by
members. Included here is an article on glacier studies describing
another t~pe of expedition by an H.M.C. group.
Our dIgest of local climbs is being published for an ulterior
purpose. I: may prove to be the salvation of a transient college
group contmually. racked by the sudden disappearance of various
key members and rope leaders who knew "where to climb." In the
event of a ~e,ar ~us~ension of organized undergraduate activity by
~omplete mlht.anzatIOn of Harvard, this digest and the remaining
Journal matenal may later become invaluable to those who are
No matter
called upon to revive the undergraduate body.
what happens the graduates. of our club should be kept intact.
The ,present officers have made partial provisions for this by the
aPP?mtment of a permanent graduate secretary, a permanent cabin
chaIrman, and a permanent graduate advisor-in the respective
persons of Roger ~lapp, :Villiam Latady, and Henry S. Hall, Jr.
Each of t~ese men IS relatIvely certain to remain in Cambridge for
the duratIOn and all communications and suggestions should be
relayed t~ them at the addresses contained under the officer list.
We wIsh to thank all, those ~ho have given their time, photos,
and finance, to m~ke. thIS publIcation a reality. It is only hoped
that the booklet wIll m some way diminish problems confronting
the club, and t,hat in the long run the traditions and standards
re~orded by. thIS and five earlier journals will be a stimulating
gUIde. The Importance of such desire will become more apparent
when the wo~ld returns to normalcy and mountaineers are able to
pl~n on~e agam. We know that when those days arrive the H.M.C
WIll be m, the vanguard of a stream of expeditions heading for th~
far summIts of the globe;
March, 1943.
THE OFFICERS.
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Mt. Bertha, Fairweather Range, 1940
MA YN ARD M. MILLER

NSPIRED by a memorable sight viewed from the icy crest of
Mt. Crillon in 1934, Bradford Washburn, '33, stopped a few
days in Juneau on his way north to Mt. Lucania in 1937, chartered
a plane, and flew northwest for 125 miles to the Fairweather Range.
Here was born a photographic reconnaissance of another major
Alaskan peak, an ice-bound massif, lying in a direct line between
Crillon and the head of Glacier Bay. This symmetrical summit,
the highest in the southern extremity of the range, bore the somewhat unfortunate name of Mt. Bertha, but to one who knew, it
offered a challenge far less effeminate than the name implied.
Three years later, in the winter of 1940, a long contemplated
plan for the following summer was made known; to penetrate
this peninsula from the east, via Glacier Bay, using a new route
discovered from the air, into an unexplored, unmapped region, with
the prospect of an ascent that promised great interest. By early
spring, further preparations were completed for doing a certain
amount of field work including some mapping for the Inst~tute
of Geographical Exploration at Harvard. In the party were
, . Washburn, his wife Barbara, and Thomas Winship, '42, Lee Wilson,
'43, Alva Morrison, '43, and myself. Lowell Thomas Jr., was to
come along as a photographer, and at the last minute we were joined
by Michl Feuersinger of Holden, California, who was to help with
movies we hoped to make.
On June 30th on the barren western shore of Glacier Bay eight
individuals were left with the task of moving two and a half tons
of equipment back from the tide to the only level spot in the whole
jumbled moraine of mud and rock-a tiny sand flat, several hundred yards from the broken snout of the Hugh MaIer glacier.
Looking to the west from base camp, we could see far up the
valley to the cracked blue ice of the glacier where it merged with
the white neve of an interior plateau in a cascade of seraced ice

I
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cliffs and steep snow slopes 1,000 feet high. There lay our route,
and with it our first difficulty.
Three men were sent ahead on the first day of July to find the
best possible way to the base of the ice fall. Then heavy backpacking began, for it was necessary to carryall equipment through
the fringe of low coastal mountains by keeping to the crevassed
but relatively smooth surface of the valley glacier until the remaining winter snow was reached-at 1,500 feet; From there it was
easier to sledge loads up to a cache immediately below .the steep
slopes at the edge of the Brady Glacier. Fortunately on the morning of the sixth we reached Juneau with the last call of OUf failing
radio and had a plane sent to drop a half-ton of food far in on the
ice field, nearly fourteen miles from the Bay. This procedure saved
a solid week of tedious effort.
Two camps were established between the sea and the airplane
cache; Camp 2, on a wind-swept knoll at the junction of the two
lower lobes of the Hugh Miller Glacier, and Camp 3 at 2,400 feet
in a wintry, snow-choked cirque at the base of the ice cliff. A
continuance of clear skies (the finest weather southeastern Alaska
had experienced in fifty years) allowed supplies to be relayed above
this wall of ice, and camps to be pushed forward with such rapidity,
that by the beginning of the third week the difficulties of the coast
had been surmounted, and we were on the broad, flat Brady Plateau,
where transportation could be speeded up by use of dog team.
From a vantage point atop a large nunatak behind Camp 4,
the whole southern extension of the Fairweather group lay spread
out before our eyes, Bertha towering above them all, her ruggedly
truncated cliffs rising abruptly 7,000 feet, to culminate in a smooth
symmetrical summit fifteen miles away. From there, we could also
see the mountains to the east-hundreds of peaks, which only a
short time before had seemed so huge, now all singularly dwarfed
in comparison.
The miles across the ice cap were covered in record time. Before .
the seventh camp could be erected, however, the good weather of
so many weeks came to an abrupt end. A southeast storm blew
in heavy "mists on the 18th, the forerunner of more trouble. On a
short reconnaissance in the rain, two men managed to reach the
lower end of Bertha's great southwestern buttress and made the
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MT. BERTHA
(E. Face showing camps and route.
Courtesy Am. Alj)ine Club
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indicate caches at 4750' and 84:10')
Photo, B. HlasiLburn

disheartening discovery that the originally planned climbing routt,
through a 6,000 foot col between Crillon's eastern ridge and Bertha's
western cliffs, was not feasible. A stream of avalanches continually
rumbling down from the pass made the west side certainly too dangerous for an attempt.
Fortunately Brad's aerial photographs offered an alternative,
another approach by a sheer rock and ice cleaver on the southern
flank, which we had considered previously but had discarded because of its attendant difficulties. Now it was the only choice; therefore, three sledge loads of supplies were back-tracked to a new climbing base at 3,800 feet, near the extreme end of this precipitous southeast ridge.
Washburn and I made a reconnaissance up to 6,000 feet on July
21 and learned from this initial acquaintance that the climb, if it
could be done at all, would be consistent ridge work, very steep,
exposed, and perhaps quite difficult. We were encouraged, though,
by the possibility of establishing a high camp in a 7,000 foot col at
the intersection of the immediate cleaver above camp and the main
ridge of the mountain. The plan was to inhabit this high camp as
soon as possible after having it well enough stocked to outlast a tenday storm. Threatening weather did not long delay, for only four
loads. had been carried to the col before heavy rain and fog completely shut out the sun. But with half the necessary loads already
up we were satisfied that an attempt could soon be made.
When the clouds cleared on the 25th, five of us started out with
the remaining equipment and slowly climbed up the lower ridge.
By evening a huge schrund below the col was crossed and, shortly
after, high camp dug in for a determined assault. During the next
couple of days, we put a series of well-tramped steps in the soft and
dangerous snow up to 8,500 feet and installed fixed ropes at difficult
spots to facilitate climbing for a mile above the pass. Increased bad
weather kept us idle for four more days-five people cramped in
one small nine-by-nine tent.
Finally, on July 31, the sky began to show a little promise. Mists
were still bubbling in from the Pacific They had thinned to such
a degree that at least another reconnaissance could be made. Consequently at 5 :45 A.M., prepared for the worst, we left that chilly tent.
Once above a fifty-foot snow arete and beyond the dangerous spire
.A
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COI)XICE CROSSED OX THE UPPER RIDGE

Courtesy Am. .,
AI/lille '- Cluo

Photo, B. fVashburn

of ice at the first fixed rope, we moved rapidly along through a continually shifting maze of mists and clearing air. At 8,000 feet the
going was slow while crossing a perpendicular couloir of ,blue ice.
Then, 500 feet above the second fixed rope, it was necessary to cut
through an overhanging cornice and pull ourselves up. Beyond this
point the sun continually threatened to break through-at times
making Bertha's summit glow vividly in the thinning fog. Further
along, harassed by a stiff cold breeze rushing up from the ocean
and glaciers below, we followed a set of highway-like ledges of barren rock near the narrow crest of the ridge. Then a sudden clearing
would expose startling views of the sinuous arm and the 5,000 foot
drop on either side. Twice, Mt. La Perouse and the peaks to the
southeast broke into view, showing the most beautiful route and
surrounding scenery I believe any of us had ever seen. Advancing
higher, the cleaver dissolved below into frequent snow and ice faces
and sheer rock buttresses. Finally two miles of up and down travel
brought us out of the fog at 9,600 feet. In the brilliant sunshine
Crill on to the westward was gorgeous; but the sight of our own
"story book" summit, now only one mile east,. was much more appreciated.
At this junction of our ridge and the lower reaches of the main
mountain massif I belayed Brad while he carefully worked a route
up the edge of a vertical cornice which ended in a wall of loose snow.
U sing a fixed rope, the others successfully negotiated this difficulty,
and then, after one more steep pitch, at last we were on the elongated snow shoulder of the summit plateau. A forty-five minute
walk led to a sharpened snow ridge on the final pyramid, which
ended on a wind-blown overhang at 10,192 feet.
We rested there for an hour, reveling in the clear unexcelled view
of the entire Fairweather Range-all well satisfied with our accomplishment and with the thrilling and spectacular memories it would
leave. We could not help but think of the sturdy men left in base
camp and wish that they were with us, for they had worked as hard
as anyone toward the ultimate success of the ascent, all the way
through the month of strenuous activity in getting to the base of our
mountain and also during the two weeks it had taken us to get established on the peak itself.
The four miles back to high camp along the curving horseshoe
ridge were slow and treacherous, since it required nearly as much
[12]

REARRANGING ROPES BEFORE TACKLING ICE PINNACLE 500' ABOVE HIGH CAMP
(Slope not exaggerated, black ice and slush)
Photo, B. Washb'l.trn
Courtes:y Am. Alpine Chtb

clim~ing on the return as it had on the way up. Without the aid of
flashlIghts we should certainly have met disaster, for it was not until
2 A.M. the following morning that the tent in the col was reached
nearly 20 hours from the time we had started out.
The next d~y .high camp was abandoned, and we slowly belayed
down the remammg 3,000 feet in a driving, soaking sleet. Six inches
of new snow soon covered our tracks on the ridge above-the beginning of a severe southeaster that was not to abate for ten solid
days.*

* Abridgement courtesy, Harvard Alumni Bulletin.

PERU~IAN A:\'DES, PEAK A, \VEST OF HUAGORUNCHO

COlwtcSY Am. Alp~nc Clltb

Photo, W. Jenks

The H.M.C. 1941 Expedition to Peru
ANDREW JOHN KAUFFMAN,

II.

EALIZING that only minor pioneering mountain work had
been done by American mountaineers in South America in the
past, and that many jagged, almost Himalayan ranges existed in the
Andes, the Harvard Mountaineering Club, in May 1941, determined
to send an expedition to the Peruvian Andes to reconnoiter a small
group of peaks located some fifty miles northeast of Cerro de Pasco.
The expedition was to examine the chances of ascending Mount
Huagoruncho, a 19,000 foot unsealed summit, highest and most
spectacular of the range, and to report on the conditions and problems of South American mountaineering.
The party consisted of Bob Bishop, '39, Bill Jenks, '32, and Andrew Kauffman, '43, Jenks' wife Betty, Tom Terry, Russell Coile
and John Coyle. On August 1, we all assembled in Lima, where
the Peruvian authorities gave us every available means to speed our
trip into the mountains.
Our time was extremely limited-we would have two weeks at
the most on Huagoruncho. This was not enough time for acclimatizing, and all we could hope for was a very thorough reconnaissance.
After crossing a 16,000 foot pass by car we entered the heart of the
Andes and proceeded to the foot of our mountain, arriving there on
August 5th. We made our base camp in a small cabin at 14,000
feet, erected by the Compania Minera N acional, and lent us by them
for our stay on the mountain. From here, on the 6th, Bishop, Tom
Terry and I set out to attack the southeast ridge of Huagoruncho.
In perfect weather, we ascended the much broken Flores de la Nieve
glacier to the base of the ridge. Altitude and some climbing difficulties impeded our progress, so that we reached the base of the ridge
somewhat later than we wished. From he,re, however, we realized
that farther progress along that line was useless; above us the ridge
disappeared into the face of the mountain, where it was overhung
by a giant cornice about 300 feet long.
This first contact with the mountain was disappointing. Earlier

R
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reconnaissance had established the fact that any attempt on the steep
faces of the peak would be unjustifiable. And on the same day, two
men who had been sent to investigate the north and east ridges of
the peak pronounced them excessively hard if not impossible. The
west ridge alone remained, and from our position it seemed steeper
and more exposed than the others. So for the next few days we contented ourselves with short excursions and closer examinations of
the mountain.
On the 9th, however, we decided to send three men to attempt the
ascent of Peak A, west of Huagoruncho, to obtain a close view of
the west ridge. A late start, slow progress and distance prevented the
ascent, but from a point some 600 feet below the saddle which connects Peak A with the west ridge of Huagoruncho, we realized that
this west ridge would be difficult, though by no means impossible.
We decided wisely, however, not to attempt this ridge, but to
limit our feats to the more accessible peaks of the range. Our party
was weaker than we had anticipated as one of the strongest members was suddenly obliged to return to the States and, besides, only
three of us had had considerable previous experience, and we were
not yet thoroughly acclimated. Moreover, our time was running
out. Although good weather can be expected in Peru in July and
August, a short storm might have caused us great difficulty on the
ridge, especially since Bishop and I realized that we would not have
strong enough support from below.
For the next few days, excellent rock climbing was had by all.
On the ·12th, while the others made the first ascent of 16,000 foot
mount Huancahuay, I made a solo ascent of the southeast face of an
unnamed 15,500 foot peak by a route hitherto untried. On the' 13th,
the weather being overcast, we packed our equipment for return.
Although no high peaks were ascended, our reconnaissance was
complete; we had discovered a new country and a feasible route
which some day will lead to the summit of Huagoruncho.

SOUTH FACE OF HUAGORUNCHO
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Courtesy Am, Aljn'ne Club

Photo, TV, Jenks

Mt. Hayes
HENRY S. HALL, JR.

I

N the last issue of HARVARD MOUNTAINEERING I wrote about the
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta which had been so long known, but
neglected. Again I have to report about another mountain, Mt.
Hayes in central Alaska, visible in clear weather ninety miles to the
southeast from Fairbanks and only twenty-five miles west of the
Richardson highway, which remained unattempted (seriously)
until 1937 and unclimbed until 1941.
Mt. Hayes (13,740 ft.) I had first seen from the highway in 1925
when on the way home from Mt. Logan. One old-time sourdough
claims to have "clumb up that dam ice-pile" in 1897, but unlike the
sourdough's almost certain ascent of the North (lower) peak of Mt.
McKinley in 1910, there seems scant reason to believe that the highest point on Hayes had .been reached before last summer. It is the
highest peak east of Mt. McKinley in the Alaska Range, is 135 miles
N.E. by E. of the latter, and 130 miles N.W. of Mt. Sanford, highest
summit of the Wrangell Mountains, as well as 160 miles N.N.E. of
Mt. Marcus Baker (better known by the unofficial name of Mt. St.
Agnes) in the Chugach Mountains bordering Prince William
Sound. All these mountains should be visible from one another in
perfectly clear weather. We saw and photographed McKinley very
.
clearly from Hayes.
Our starting point for Mt Hayes was Fairbanks (500 ft.), a
gold mining center of 2500 people, and northern terminus of the
Alaska R. R. and Richardson highway. Our party, consisted of Mr.
and Mrs. Bradford Washburn, Sterling B. Hendricks, Benjamin G.
Ferris, Jr., William Shand, Jr., and myself, while attached as military
observer was Lieut. Robin Montgomery, 4th U. S: Infantry. The terrain between Fairbanks and the mountain is hopeless muskeg in
summer, and the vicious glacial waters of Delta River would make
approach from Richardson highway difficult. Accordingly we flew
in, throwing out most of our equipment at a site chosen for Base
Camp on a grassy overgrown moraine slope at the foot of the N.
[ 18 ]

ridge of Mr. Hayes, landing ourselves on a gravel flat in Dry Delta
River, 13 miles away. Our food was parachuted by an Arm~ bomber
at a point three miles from base camp across Hayes GlaCIer.. !he
damage to equipment thus dropped or parachuted was .neglIgible.
After some relaying, the entire party with food and eqUIpment for
three weeks to a month, was consolidated at Base Camp (4900 ft.)
on the evening of July 20th. Three of us walked up the late:al moraine and found the remains of the 1937 Houston party s cache
(5500 ft.) and felt that we had chosen th~ better location for a base
camp. Their party, handicapped by atrocIOUS weather, had reac~ed
10,800 feet on the N. ridge on August 26th. Our route was to C0111cide with theirs above 7500 feet.
.
.
Our plan of attack was admittedly simplified by pOSSeSSIO? of aIr
photographs of the mountain taken by Bradford Washburn 111 1936.
The weather during the three weeks we spent on or near the m?untain was neither very bad nor very good. There was no entlrely
clear day in the range and in the interior generally from July 10th to
August 12th.
We placed two camps on the N. ridge, one at 8350 f:et an~ one
where the Houston party camped in 1937 at 9500 feet, WIth an 111termediate cache at 6600 feet, the upper summer snow line, and one at
9200. 'These altitudes do not impress one, but the "latitude, almost
64° N. makes Mt. Hayes the most northerly peak of its ~lt~tude yet
climbed. Tree-line there is 2800 feet, and the northern lImit of tree
growth at any altitude in Alaska is about 69° N. (375 miles nor~h
of Hayes). On July 26th new snow fell which covered the terra111
down to 3500 feet.
The ascent of Hayes offered only moderate difficulties, except for
two or three short pitches, the most sensational of which w~s the extremely narrow crest of the main ridge at 12,600 ft. for a dIstance of
less than two hundred yards between the north .shoulder and the
summit. Usual relaying of loads varying from 70 to 105 lbs. brought
us up to the 8350 ft. camp on July 24th and to 9500 ft. camp by the
28th. Little time was wasted. Two feet of snow fell one nig~t and
lesser amounts several times. The weather was mild. Nlghtl?'
0
temperatures averaged 18 at the high camp. By th.e ~se of traIl
markers we could relay in all weather; The party dldn t rope below 10,000 feet though fixed lines were used in two or three places,
[ 19 ]

that were awkward for heavy packs. Winds of medium velocity, 25
to 50 m.p.h. generally swept the higher levels of the mountain.
On the 29th the whole party, except Lieut. Montgomery, who
.had been as far as high camp on the 27th with a load but had to start
out next day, made a first try for the summit, and reached a point
about 1000 feet short of it in gathering storm. Directly above camp
there was a steep, narrow arete. At 11,000 feet a crevasse cut diagonally across the ridge, but a little skilful work with the axe by
Hendricks and Shand soon had handholes and steps up its short,
perpendicular wall. After five hours, at about 1.40 P.M., we stood
on the North shoulder in a blustering gale with temperature 18° F.
The outlook was not promising. The ridge ahead was broken and
guarded by crazy looking neve gendarmes. By 3 :30 P.M. the storm
clouds boiled up with increasing menace, and we regretfully turned
back.
Three days later on August 1st the party made it, and had the
colossal luck of being on the summit the only clear half hour of
the day, though a sea of clouds obscured the view below. The
temperature was 12° with a brisk wind on top. Benefitting considerably from the partly blown-in tracks of the first day, they were
out only twelve hours from camp. Bad weather prevented another
ascent for photographs, so leaving what couldn't be carried in one
load, we dropped down to base camp, the next evening. Here the
party split. The Wash burns and I moved down to the landing
field with heavy loads, called the plane by radio, and were back
in Fairbanks by supper time on the 5th.
Hendricks and Shand remained in the area to climb an unnamed
13,000 foot peak. On August 12th, after a successful ascent they
flew back to Fairbanks. In the meantime Washburn made flights
over the range securing superb photographs with a Fairchild camera.
Later I flew from Anchorage across Cook Inlet, circling the SpurrGerdine Range, and the maze of peaks, glaciers and valleys to the
S.W. of Mt. Spurr, a future paradise for both rock and snow and
ice climbers, albeit few of the peaks rise over 11,000 feet.
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The First Ascent of Mt. Bagley
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HIS climb was not performed with much malice aforethought. In fact it arose from an expedition that started on
the spur of the moment and which was carried through from
conception to the arrival of the first members of our party in Alaska
in the extremely short time of three weeks. This climb was similarly planned. Mount Hayes having been climbed, with much good
fortune in weather conditions, Bill Shand, Sterling Hendricks, and
I felt that we would like to remain the rest of our planned time in
the mountains and to attempt this peak, at that time unnamed. It
was the second highest in this area of the Alaska Range. Mount
Hayes was the highest at 13,740 feet.
Our plan being decided upon we relayed all our future supplies
for the next ten days around to a cache on the eastern edge of the
Mount Hayes massif. The next day, August fourth, we relayed the
last of the loads down to our landing field camp where Brad and
Barbara Washburn, and Henry Hall had gone the day before. On
August fifth we left these three at the landing field and headed up
the Hayes fork of Delta Creek to the tongue of the Hayes glacier
which we crossed, picking up our cache of supplies and equipment.
It had been a miserably wet day and it now settled down to show
how really miserable it could be. We pitched camp soon after. This
nasty bit of weather prevailed for the next three days or so, and by
fits and starts we arrived at the foot of the ice fall on the East
Prong of Trident Glacier where we were forced to wait a day for
clear weather to plot a route. We had planned to attempt Mount
Bagley from the South as Bill and I aspired to leave this range
by way of the Black Rapids Glacier which ran easterly on the
southern side of Bagley. We had studied the route that was presented by a western spur on the north side and felt that it would
go if the other route failed.
The morning of the ninth was clear and we tackled the ice fall.
It went to the top where it became fantastically broken. Bill and

T
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Sterling roped and went ahead without packs to the ultimate top
where they saw ahead a frightful maze of neve blocks and crevasses.
It was decided to alter the plans and to tackle the north side. We
back-tracked and made a base camp at about 4750 feet at the foot
of the western spur on the north side of the mountain. The next
day did not offer too clear conditions so we decreed a rest. In the
afternoon the clouds parted and we were able to reconnoitre from
the glacier a route up to the foot of the steep pitch where we planned to make our high camp.
The eleventh was a glorious day and Mount Hayes rose in
majestic beauty at the head of the West Prong Glacier. We packed
up and headed along the moraine to our route. Here the party
broke up as Sterling had to return to Fairbanks the next day. He
had been a great help in keeping up our morale while the rain and
clouds did their best to depress it, and ~e were sorry to see him
go. We headed eUp the scree slope to the east of a hanging glacier
and reached a long snow slope up which we kicked steps till we
reached the ridge. Here we lunched having come up from about
4750 to 8100 feet in four hours. The ridge was straightforward but
with a light crust to hamper us. We plodded along until we reached
three huge seracs that had been formed by the splitting of an immense neve block. The middle of these offered a sheltered site and
we pitched camp at about 9700 feet.
Luck still smiled in our direction and the twelfth was perfect.
We left the tent at 5 A.M. and hiked to the foot of the steep face.
Here we roped and crossed the lower schrund. Bill led, kicking
steps. into the well crusted slope. We crossed beneath some. protrudmg rocks and then crossed back again above them, where the
snow turned to blue ice covered with a thin crust of snow. Up this
we had to cut steps. As we neared the end of the stretch the exposure became extreme as we were working out onto the north face
of t~e mountain on a 65 degree slope. We were considering returnmg as we had no secure means of belay when the ice ceased
and became waist deep powder snow. This amazing transition was
due to a snow bulge below us which decreased the slope considerably and on which a great deal of snow had drifted over the ridge
above. Also we noted that this area was little touched by the sun
and so there was minimal. melting and refreezing. Here we left
[ 24 ]

MT. BAGLEY
Showing upper part of ronte. High camp was at 8000' on ridge in lower left foreground.
Peak unnamed at time of ascent.
Photo, B. Washburn

200 feet of rope attached to a three foot tent peg for future reference.
We crossed onto the bulge above by climbing an overhanging
schrund. This gave us access to a steep slope with well crusted
snow that led to an extremely narrow ridge further complicated
by snow and rock gendarmes and a small cornice almost its entire
500 feet. We passed this and came out upon a somewhat broader,
steeper ridge leading to a small plateau where we had our first
lunch.
Our route then led along the ridge which was impressively
corniced thirty to forty feet. Another narrow ridge gave us little
difficulty and once again we had extensive cornices to cope with.
The ridge finally ran into the slope of the western summit which
we traversed to reach the cone of the higher east summit. On the
last pitch at the foot lof this cone we heard the sound of Brad's
airplane on one of his photographic flights. We continued up the
[ 25 1

solidly wind-packed cone and reached the summit at 1 :30 P.M.
We took several pictures and left a K outlined in erect willow
wands. The summit was rather long and narrow, being about 150
feet long and perhaps 25 wide with a large crevasse running lengthwise. The aneroid gave a reading of 13,200 feet. This was not in
agreement with the survey which gave the final contour as 12,800.
A few misty clouds aroused us from admiring the spectacular
views of Mount Hayes, Deborah and Hess to the northwest and
that of McKinley far to the west. We returned the way we had
come uneventfully, except for the exasperating balling of the crampons at the lower levels where melting had occurred. On the face
we used the fixed rope as a rappel and tied on our rope as a hand line.
A part of this we saved to aid in attempting to cross a stream later.
We reached camp at 5 P.M. well tired and satisfied.
Good weather still graced us and our' descent was done with
the accompaniment of a superb view. We checked the aneroid on
the descent and picked up our base camp cache before crossing the
glacier and heading down along the west side of Trident glacier.
About nine that evening we reached the Hayes fork of Delta creek
and essayed a crossing. The late hour and the last few hot days had
considerably swollen the stream. It was more than we could manage as the swift current which was well up to our hips swept us
away and only the rope we had brought kept us together. After
this manhandling and as we had no food we started an irate and
chastened trek up to the Hayes glacier. Darkness overtook us and
on we floundered through alder thickets until the sight of an all
too fresh bear track altered matters. We built a fire and made an
emergency camp to try to dry out and get some rest.
The next morning we started early and once more heard Brad
go by overhead on the last of his photographic flights. We reached
the tongue of the Hayes glacier having tried to satisfy the inner
man with blueberries without much success. We crossed uneventfully and headed down the home stretch to the landing field camp
and food. We reached camp that afternoon having had to detour
some twelve miles. Here we ate, bathed and rested for two days
until Johnny Lynn, our pilot, came to pick us up and return us
to Fairbanks and the rest of our group.
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Mt.Wood & Mt.Walsh in the St.Elias Range
ROBERT

H.

BATES

HE American Geographical Society's third expedition to the
St. Elias Range in Yukon Territory, led by Walter A. Wood, Jr.,
the Society's Director of Field Research, was made in collaboration
with G-3, Headquarters of Operations and Training of the U. S.
Army. The group left the United States in June, 1941, and for three
months was steadily engaged in field testing items of standard or
experimental Army equipment as well as mapping and carrying out
geological surveys of the area.
In many ways the expedition's parachute operations were of
greatest interest for they conclusively, proved that planes can fly
over unmapped country, select likely routes for ground parties, and
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SLEDGING TOWARD MT. WALSH
Courtesy Am. Alpine Club

Photo, A. Jackman
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parachute supplies to be used by ground forces as much as SIX
weeks later.
Early in June B-18 bombers of the Army Air Forces parachuted
several loads of equipment at a base camp established on Wolf
Creek Glacier near the foot of Mt. Wood, (15,880 ft.) and also
dropped a chain of supply boxes, 5 to 8 miles apart, from this area
to the base of Mt. Walsh (14,780 ft.). Several of these boxes were
tossed out over areas never before reached on foot.
The expedition spent nearly two months getting to base camp,
performing tests, and climbing Mt. Wood, before testing its theories
of air supply. Mt. Wood, highest unsealed mountain in North
America, was climbed in mid-July during a day of severe winds.
Walter Wood and Anderson Bakewell, who had previously attempted the ascent in 1939, reached the top with Captain A. H.
J ackman, official War Department representative on the expedition
and later test officer of the 87th Mountain Infantry. The key to
the climb was establishment of a camp at 11,300 feet above a 1,000
foot arete whose varying snow conditions required careful treatment.
Early in August four of us set out to advance as rapidly as
possible across 30 miles of broken glacier separating our base camp
from unclimbed Mt. Walsh. Only light loads were carried, for the
plan was to locate and use five supply boxes parachuted several
weeks before. Fortunately every box was found undamaged, although the device designed to release the parachute from its load
after landing did not always operate correctly. Preliminary planningand a few minutes work in the air had given us an excellent
supply line, and, more important, proved that planes can. greatly
assist ground forces by planning ground routes and supplying. them
long before foot soldiers enter the area in question.
The ascent of Mt. Walsh from a camp at 10,000 ft. was more
or less routine, though parts of the N.W. ridge required care and
a few steps needed to be cut.
Information gained by the expedition went not only to the American Geographical Society and G-3 but to the Quartermaster General's Office, where Capt. Jackman's excellent report proved most
valuable.
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JOHXS HOl'KI;{S l:'\LET AND PART OF THE FAIRWEATHER RAt;~E,
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Return to Glacier Bay

GLACIER RECESSION
IN

MUIR INLET

MAYNARD M. MILLER

1880-1941

D

URING the summer of 1941 I had the good fortune to be
a member of the American Geographical Society's glacier
expedition to the Alaskan panhandle. Having visited the region on
another trip the year before, I was asked by Osgood Field, J r. to
join him in this new undertaking. In recent years Field had
become particularly interested in the study of ice recession in
Glacier Bay and to that end had traveled there in 1926, '31 and '35.
This time his guiding plan was to gather a goodly amount of data
on the coastal glaciers of southeastern Alaska in order to bring up
to date a record of observations that has been accumulatinosince
b
1880. I was to assist with the survey work at a scheduled number
of places, while with us was Dr. Donald B. Lawrence, of the
University of Minnesota Botany Department, to continue the ecological field studies carried on in 1916, '21, and '35 by his senior
associate, Professor W. S. Cooper. Anthony T. Ladd was to help
with the handling of equipment while his father Dr. W. S. Ladd
was to carryon a photographic survey from the air to supplement
the ground work. Field, Dr. Ladd, and myself were all members of
the Harvard Mountaineering Club. Unfortunately at the last minute Dr. Ladd was unable to come so that arrival in Juneau found
our party reduced to four.
The first of six alloted weeks in the field was unexpectedly spent
in exploration up the Taku River immediately southeast of Juneau
where Taku and Twin Glaciers were of especial interest. This
change in itinerary was precipitated by a necessary wait for two
transits left on the dock in Seattle. The following 18 days were
used to a great advantage under cloudless skies, mainly in Muir
Inlet, Geikie and Johns Hopkins Inlets, and in Reid Arm of
Glacier Bay-which we penetrated on a 46 foot motor cruiser.
Thanks to the valuable cooperation of the U. S. Forest Service
which made a fine 55 foot diesel cruiser available for our use the
~emainder of the summer was spent working the glacier-headed
mlets several hundred miles down the coast. These included such
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long and deeply-cut fiords as Tracy Arm, Endicott Arm, Ford's
Terror, and Thomas Bay, in each of which surveys were made.
In Glacier Bay itself three weeks of unusually fine weather prevailed facilitating continuous work without any of the usual interruptions by fog, wind, or rain-quite a contrast to the August
weather I remembered from the previous year. This made it possible to take a complete set of photographs at each locality visited,
both with the survey cameras, used primarily for mapping, and
with color movies and stills to record scenery. In September while
winding up our work in the spectacular fiords and inlets south of
J Ul'!eau, heavy rains hindered photographic success although the
survey continued uninterrupted. All in all over 45 tidewater glaciers
were observed and photographed, of which 15 were actively discharging bergs into the sea. Of the tidal ice fronts, more than 15
were mapped from 49 triangulation stations. Also 63 photographic
survey stations were used, of which 27 had been occupied by Field's
[ 31 ]

and Cooper's cameras in 1931 and 1935. The rest were new ones
established for the 1941 record.
Because of astounding changes observed the expedition placed
much emphasis on collecting data from Glacier Bay. Here it seems
the glaciers have been continuing the rapid recession they have
experienced since about 1800, but apparently at a recently accelerated
rate. Our measurements prove that within less than 150 years
between 35 and 57 miles of retreat has occurred in the east and west
arms of the Bay. Vertical shrinkage has been equally amazing.
Muir Glacier, the most spectacular one seen, was losing ice at an
enormous rate. Likewise, Johns Hopkins' Glacier has opened up
a completely new fiord since 192~, extremely deep and nine miles
in length. On the whole the behavior of the larger glaciers seemed
quite varied, but the smaller ones as well as the lower ice fields
have shrunk considerably in recent years. On the other hand once
out of the treeless pocket of Glacier Bay and only a few miles
further away, an apparently different situation was found. Some of
the glaciers on the west flank of the Fairweather Range have been
advancing; to the east we mapped advance on Taku Glacier back
of Juneau and farther south on Baird Glacier in Thomas Bay. In
fact, these have recently plowed into mature forests, representing an
advance further than any in the last 500 years. In the same area
to the east and south, Patterson, Dawes, South Sawyer, Twin, and
Norris Glaciers have not receded more than a mile or two in the
last century.
Other complicating considerations were introduced in the course
of the summer including the discovery of a remnant "fossil" fQrest,
mature in character, now being uncovered by erosion of recently
exposed inundating gravels and silt. Perhaps all this merely represents an expression of minor fluctuations in a far vaster and more
significant change. We can only speculate on any assumption.
To ponder further over the causes of such illogical behavior in
glaciers, all within 250 miles of each other, makes one realize more
than ever the need for further information. The problem augers to
be one of the most interesting and difficultly complex aspects of
Alaskan glacier study. For this reason we cannot help but look
forward to another summer when men can again focus their energies to undertakings so enjoyably academic.
[ 32 ]

Mt. McKinley in Wartime
ROBERT

H.

BATES

N the spring of 1942 the Quartermaster General was faced with
this situation: He had large scale procurements to make of items
of mountain, cold weather and arctic clothing and equipment designed during the winter of 1941, but for a variety of reasons untested. It was imperative that this material be tested, and accordingly, Colonel L. O. Grice of The Quartermaster Corps attended
a council meeting of The American Alpine Club and asked for
help. At about the same time the Army Air Forces were discussing
a small expedition to go to Alaska to field test items of emergency
equipment. Through the efforts of Bradford Washburn '33, Walter
A. Wood, Chairman of the Mountain Warfare Committee of the
American Alpine Club, and myself a joint testing expedition was
organized.
After some debate Mt. McKinley was selected as the best area
in which to find winter in the summer. The mountain was within
easy distance of Fairbanks and provided areas of tundra, glacier,
moderate cold and arctic cold with severe winds. In all these areas
tests could be made of static and mobile equipment.
Half the sixteen members of the party were well known climbers
and nearly all had had previous Alaskan experience. Among these
were Terris Moore, of Minya Konka and Fairweather fame; Dr.
Sterling Hendricks and Capt. E. R. Gibson, R.C.A. who have
climbed widely in the Canadian Rockies; Einar Nilsson, Chairman
of the Sierra Club Equipment Committee; Major A. H. Jackman,
at the time Test Officer of the 87th Mountain Infantry; Sgt. Peter
Gabriel, the skier, and others. Commanding Officer was Lt. Col.
Frank G. Marchman, Q.M.C. I was executive officer, Wood was in
charge of parachuting, and 'Vashburn of Air Force testing.
The expedition reached base camp at the top of McGonigall
Pass about June 10th and ran a series of tests on items carried in
or parachuted onto the Muldrow and Harper glaciers. The three
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main tests areas were at base camp, at 10,000 feet (near the upper
end of the Muldrow), and at 17,800 feet. Parties used sleeping
bags, tents, stoves, boots, skis and snowshoes of many designs in
order to determine the best for each type of operation. Discomfort
was welcomed if it could prevent future discomfort to regular
troops. For instance if a man could not sleep in a certain sleeping
bag at 24 degrees below zero (the lowest temperature recorded),
or if an experimental pressure cooker exploded, the evidence was
tabulated and explanation sought as to why the item failed. This
information was in turn radioed to Washington.
For about three weeks members of the expedition were camped
at 15,000 feet or higher, and on July 23rd and 24th the seven members of the party climbed to the summit of the South Peak from
their high camp at 17,800 feet. During the next three days a terrific storm sweeping down across Denali Pass pounded the tents
with the violence of an arctic blizzard. Shortly afterward, with
high tests completed, the party descended Harper Glacier, Karstens
Ridge and the Muldrow Glacier to Base Camp, where each member
submitted a report on each item of equipment. The final report
was rapidly assembled at Fairbanks and Major Jackman and I
immediately flew back with it to Washington.
Significant is our verdict that McKinley is not difficult in the
summertime, though requiring prudence and continual care.
The Army route up the true left bank of the Muldrow, then
across to Karstens Ridge, may some day be the pathway from summer to arctic winter for members of the Harvard Mountaineering
Club not traveling under official orders. Give it a high priority
after the war. You won't regret it.
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Cascades-Dry and Wet
KENNETH

F

A.

HENDERSON

EW climbers realize how utterly different are the Northern
Cascades from the Southern and Central Cascades. In the
northern part of the State of vVashington, beginning approximately
at Snoqualmie Pass, the great east-west highway through the mountains, and running northward to the Canadian border, the mountains
are composed of hard metamorphic rocks offering good climbing.
The peaks are often snow covered, some of the largest glaciers
in the continental United States being formed here, while the
deeply cut valleys add to the resemblance of the Alps. The peaks
are not high, 8000 to 10,000 feet, but the low level of the valleys
and the alpine character of the summits makes them extremely
attractive to the climber.
In August, 1940, nine of us, Henry S. Hall, Jr., Grant and Jane
McConnell, Everett and Ida Darr, Stewart and Abigail Avery, Paul
Parker and myself, of whom the first two and myself were members
of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, spent a week at Park Creek
Pass. This location and Cascade Pass offer the two best climbing
locations easily reached from Stehekin at the head of Lake Chelan.
Although there are larger glaciers at the head of the West Fork of
the Agnes, the trail does not go to the head of the valley so that
a climbing camp must be established there by back packing .. Park
Creek Pass and Cascade Pass on the contrary may be readily reached
by good trails allowing the use of horse transport.
Our first objective from Park Creek Pass was Mt. Buckner, (8850
feet) towering 4000 feet above our camp, which was situated at
about 4500 feet in a small clump of trees on a grassy shelf a few
hundred feet below the pass. Starting from camp at 6 a.m., we
attacked the slopes of the east ridge which rose directly above us.
After several hours climbing, we reached the point where the ridge
turned, and we started across a narrow and extremely exposed bit
of arc~te. The rock itself offered no security in its crumbling and
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unstable condition so that several hundred feet of ridge were,
therefore, negotiated astride. From here on the rock improved in
quality and some definite progress was made. The summit was
reached at 2 p.m. after a halt for lunch on the ridge. Much to
our chargin, the west peak, a quarter mile away, was obviously
somewhat higher so we were forced to traverse the intervening ridge
to complete the ascent. The higher, western summit was soon
reached, and after enjoying a short siesta with fine views into the
Cascade Pass. region with its unnamed and unknown peaks to the
west, and along the line of snowy summits to the north, we started
down. No one wanted to return by the route of ascent and so we
descended the southwest ridge, hoping to reach quickly a low gap
which we knew led to a couloir by which we could descend to the
glacier on the east slope of the mountains and thence return to
camp by way of the head of the Park Creek valley. The ridge,
however, proved too difficult for rapid progress and it was necessary
to descend on the northwest into Horseshoe Basin. Even there our
troubles were not over, for our ridge had many subsidiary buttresses
projecting into the cirque we were in, and which cut off our direct
Pfogress toward the wished-for gap. Finally, we found a way over
the most forbidding and recalcitrant of these buttresses, and turned
our footsteps toward what appeared to be the gap. It was. Sunset
was gilding the peaks around as we cut our way down the couloir
which had long been in the shade and in which the snow was hard.
It was dusk as we reached the glacier, and dark w~en we got onto
the rocks below it. We stumbled around the head of the valley,
twisting our boots lout of shape on slopes which seemingly were
steep enough to be called cliffs. At 10 p.m. we stumbled into camp
and retired for a well earned rest.
Following a day of rest, four of us-Everett and Ida Darr, Paul
Parker and myself--started out at 5 a.m. for an attempt on Mt.
Goode. The valley side along which we must needs travel if we
did not wish to lose several thousand feet of altitude was extremely
steep, and cut by many cliffs and steep rock faces. Our progress
was therefore slow, but toward the end of our journey goat tracks
helped us considerably in finding the easy places. It was not, however, until 11 :00 that we reached a small alp from which we could
see the mountain. We were still separated from it by a side valley
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some five of six hundred feet deep and a 'freat well of talus and
debris beyond. The prospect was discour~ging, but we quickly
dropped into the valley where we had some lunch by a pleasant
stream, and climbed up to a small snowfield above. Another cirque
lay beyond, but after crossing this and climbing the ridge on the
other side, we were at last at grips with the mountain. A great
gully was obviously the weak spot and here we attacked. Believing
that the most southerly peak, which rose on the right of the gully,
was the highest, we aimed for that, but when almost there, realized
our mistake. Returning to the gully, we climbed to its head and
found a traverse on the east side of the mountain, sloping slightly
downward and leading us toward a possible line of ascent to the
central summit. We traversed, and some 75 feet beyond found
well stepped rocks which enabled us to achieve the top in short
order. The summit was reached at 4 p.m., the third ascent, the
first by this route and the first without the use of pitons.
We returned by the route of ascent to the bottom of the gulley
and thence headed straight down toward the valley, as we realized
the folly of attempting to retrace· our route of the morning in the
gathering darkness. Darkness caught us part way down the brook
we were following and prevented our picking a better route. The
next hour and a half was strenuous going, but then a lucky drop
in the brook bed enabled us to see against the sky line the dark
forms of fir trees. We crossed over to them and quickly made our
way down through the open forest to the trail in Park Creek valley
up which we plodded, reaching camp after midnight.
Thus ended our climbing that summer, for a day later we returned to Stehekin, the boat, and civilization.
A year later, in September, 1941, our party met again. This time
the group consisted of Everett Darr, Joseph Leutold, and Eldon
Metzger of Portland, Oreg,~p.. Drs. H. Lester Frewing of Vancouver, Washington, and M. Beckett Howorth of New York, and
myself. We were headed for the more northerly part of the range,
the section between Harts Pass, where a mine road crosses the
range, and the Canadian border.
The weather had been stormy for a month when we arrived,
so we had every expectation of meeting the usual period of fine
autumn weather. We headed around Winthrop by way of Methow
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Valley and thence to the valley head at Hart's Pass. By noon, the
sky was threatening and an icy wind was blowing. The horses
were no sooner packed that it began to rain, and as we climbed the
trail to Slate Peak this changed to snow. We crossed the peak and
dropped down into the Pasaytan Valley on the other side. In the
morning a temporary improvement in the weather enabled us to
break camp in sunlight and move to the unfinished Forest Service's
Pasayten Airport. The following day under a beautiful sky we
started across the ridge to the Chuchuwanteen, and continued up
Frosty Creek. By the time we crossed Frosty Pass, however, it was
again overcast' and an icy wind was blowing from the west coating
the trees on the other side thickly with frost. We quickly made
car:np just below Castle Pass from whence we attempted a reconnalss~nce of Castle Peak the next morning, September 16, in the
pounng rain. The result was an ascent of West Peak, 6825 feet.
That afternoon two of the party, Darr and Frewing, made the
asce.nt of Mt. Winthrop (7860 feet), which was repeated the followmg day by the rest of the party. This day we had fine weather
although storm clouds boiled in the west and visited us with snowstorms night and morning. After a night halt on the Parks we
crossed the ridge to the Pasayten, visiting Monument 83 on the
Canadian border from which there was a beautiful view of the
country round about. The next day, three of us climbed Bunker
Hill (ca. 7500 feet) in a blizzard and the storm continued into
the next day.
Although our last day started out dismally, the sun came out
and the clouds cleared away by lunch time so that as we pa~sed
through Dollar Watch Pass, we obtained beautiful views of the
peaks ahead gleamin~ in their mantle of new snow. Billy Goat and
N a~ny Goat Mountams rose st~eply above Billy Goat Pass, through
which we must pass to the world beyond. It was sunset as we
reached. the pass and sa,: the distant valley below leading to the
Columbia River bathed m the deep indigo of the coming night.
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Harvard at Glacier Circle
ANDREW JOHN KAUFFMAN,

II

T seems strange that one of the mo~t interesting mountain ra~ges
in North America, after a short penod as the Mecca of Amencan
mountaineers, should have been all but forgotten on the schedules
of alpinists and adventurers. Such, unfortunately, is true of t~e
Selkirks. Yet, in spite of notorious weather in early summer, thiS
range is readily accessible, affords some of the best climbing in
Canada and provides some of the wildest and most beautiful views
in the whole world.
Early in, May, 1942, the Harvard Mountaineering Club, hoping
to revive interest in the Selkirks, formulated plans to send a small
party to Glacier, British Columbia, in order to test special rations
and equipment for the Air Corps and mountain troops provided by
the Harvard Fatigue Laboratory, and to accomplish as much climbing as possible in the short June period aBoted us by war conditions
and in the gloomy weather which everyone expected at that time
of year. On June 7, eight of us, all members of the H.M.C. sighed
with relief after our last examination and left Cambridge for British
Columbia, arriving at Glacier on a dull, cloudy June 10.
Our party consisted of Maynard :NEller, whose previous knowledge of the Selkirks proved invaluable to all, George Wilbur, Bill
Putnam, Joe Fitzpatrick, Willson Day, Bill Latady, Tom Furnas
and myself. We were all enthusiastic and happy, though on our
arrival highly suspicious of the skies, and immediately set to work
pitching camp by the banks of the Illecillewaet river near the ruins
of the old Glacier House.
The first days gave a sharp prelude for our activities. Rain, snow,
unsettled weather, dangerous avalanche conditions, such as are
found in all ranges in late spring, soon showed themselves the
outstanding obstacles which we had to overcome. On the 11th
seven of us made an easy, wet ascent of Mount Abbot via the East
Face, amid such heavy fog that the Brockenspectre proved our only
source of entertainment. The following day the entire group ex-
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plored the huge limestone caves northwest of Glacier, and on the
13th, the weather being somewhat more propitious than heretofore,
an attempt was made on Eagle Peak by two parties, working
on the north and south ridges, and led by Miller and myself. While
floundering in the deep spring snow on the south side, my group
was forced by avalanche conditions to abandon an attempt on the
regular couloir route, and ascend to the high gendarmes slightly
south of the Eagle-Uto col. From here the climb would have been
easy, but as we finished our light lunch, a furious snow squall
swept out of the west and forced us to abandon any idea of advancing farther. As we reached camp that evening we discovered
that the other group had been driven off the north ridge by
similar conditions.
Despite the stormy weather we now began to discuss plans of
crossing the Illecillewaet Neve to Glacier Circle. vVe decided to
leave Base Camp on the 14th in the tender but doubtful care of
the bears and squirrels, and with five days supplies, consisting exclusively of the special rations we were testing, to trek over towards
the magnificent southern snow peaks of the Dawson Group, which
we had observed through the clouds on our Eagle climb, and which
we rightly considered, with the exception of Mount Sir Donald,
to be the true monarchs of the range. But again weather hindered
our plans: heavy rain on the 14th made departure impossible. Besides, Bill Latady had meantime developed a bad cold which forced
him to seek the warmth of his sleeping-bag.
On the 15th, however, we had become so disgusted with the rain
that we determined to send out an advance party to camp high
on the Illecillewaet and ski while awaiting the rest of the group
as soon as the storm cleared. Leaving Base Camp in a heavy downpour and with loads averaging seventy pounds, Miller, Putnam,
Fitzpatrick and I set out at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. At 6 :30,
sleet and snow lashing our faces, we hastily set up camp about
fifty feet below Perley Rock in deep powder snow, and crawled,
wet and shivering, into the tent.
Wind and snow proved hard on our patience during the next
.36 hours. Worse, our tent, consisting of impervious material which
caused moisture to collect on its. walls and dribble into our faces,
was in constant risk of collapse, although heavily reinforced by

LOOKING SOUTH ACROSS WEST FLANK OF ILLECILLEWAET ::\EVE, SOUTHER"\, SELKIRKS
(E. ridge of Mt. Selwyn visible in left background)

Photo, M. Miller
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poles and even skis on all sides. Worse yet, ventilation was so poor
that when gas escaped from the primus stoves it gave us severe
headaches. Morale was considerably lowered, and we were therefore
very glad, on the evening of the 16th, to meet Furnas and Wilbur,
who came from below bringing mail and news that Latady, still
slightly ill, might well follow with Day early next morning.
The following day dawned clear though overcast. After a short
consultation and a long, useless wait for Latady, we decided to set
out at once for Glacier Circle. Breaking camp and putting on our
skis, we climbed to the summit of the Neve at 9000 feet and at 12
o'clock started out across the interminable plateau towards the high
peaks to the south. While I broke trail for the vanguard, consisting
of Fitzpatrick and Putnam besides myself, Miller and Wilbur stayed
behind to help Furnas, who unfortunately had no skis and consequently had to wade knee deep in the snow. After several short
halts, we abandoned our skis and started down towards the Circle,
whose forests and lakes now beckoned us from below, and, by
keeping close to the grass slopes of Mount Macoun, reached the
bottom of the cliffs without mishap. NIuch trouble was experienced
in finding the cabin, but, in a last desperate search, and with frightful visions of spending another night in the impermeable tent,
Miller and I found it just a little after dark, and rushed back to
the others, who now huddled, hopefully waiting, by a small log fire.
Here to our alarm we learned that Latady and Day-whom we
no longer expected-had followed us and were now descending
the several thousand feet of cliffs above by flashlight. Miller, Putnam and I therefore hurried up again to help them over the most
difficult places, and after several nocturnal mishaps, at 2 o'clock
we settled down exhausted in the cabin.
A day of, rest, was now needed, which we spent wandering
through GlaCIer, CIrcle and on the Lower Deville glacier, searching
through the ram-clouds for an interesting climb. Our attention
had more than once been drawn towards the 11,000 summit of
M~unt S~lwyn., We therefore determined that, weather permitting,
/' ~Iller, FItzpatnck and I should try its east ridge, while the others,
stIll son:ewhat ,fatigued or suffering from sore toes, should stay at
the cabm, or, If sufficiently energetic, try Mount Topham.
The early start we had planned for the morning of the 19th

was marred by a pouring rain, which only let up at 6 :00 to let
.us depart, In spite of this, the three of us set out across ,the Lower
Deville glacier to ascend an easy but interesting rock chImney east
of the Deville ice-fall. We soon found ourselves on the Upper
Deville glacier, where our first difficulties began. Fresh snow concealed many of the innumerable crevasses, and several hours were
required to pioneer a route across the ice to the base o~ Selwyn's.east
ridge. Here progress was easier and for a time we clImbed rapIdly.
Unfortunately, the clouds rolled in on us from the west, so that
we could obtain no view of the ranges around us. At 2 o'clock we
had to negotiate a series of snow slopes in some danger of avalanching, so for a time our advance slowed down. Towards four a break
in the clouds showed us well above the summits of Topham, Fox
and Macoun, and we reasoned that barely three hundred feet
separated us vertically from our goal. As luck would have it, a
severe storm struck us fiercely towards 4 :30, and, taking Fitzpatrick's advice, we decided to retreat, although we could see the
summit, barely two hundred feet above us and four hundred yards
away.
This retreat proved our salvation. When we reached the glacier
at 6 :15, no trace of the morning's route could anywhere be seen,
and two feet of fresh snow had by this time hidden the previous
layer of a foot and a half. We must now at all costs rapidly blaze
a new route across the glacier, as darkness was about to cut off our
retreat. As we hurried heedlessly over snow and crevasses, we fell
in to our hips several times, only to be pulled out by a quick yank
on the rope. Once, an unseen snowbridge collapsed under me and
I was precipitated twenty feet below the surface. Fortunately, Miller
and Fitzpatrick, with wonderful co-operation, pulled me out in
less than five minutes.
More mishaps, of a minor nature, were yet to be encountered
before we finally stumbled into the cabin after eighteen hours, so
that the last moments of our adventure must have resembled a
rout rather than a retreat. Yet we were glad to learn, on our return,
that vVilbur and Furnas had successfully climbed Mount Topham
during the day, while Latady, Day and Putnam explored the huge
ice-caves of the Lower Deville.
Though we had found, to our delight, some supplies in the
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cabin left there the previous year by Dr. and Mrs. 1. A. Richards,
our provisions were exhausted and a quick return to Base Camp
was necessary. This was accomplished largely by compass in the
fog on the neve, and by instinct at night among the brooks of the
Vaux and Illecillewaet glaciers. Thus we arrived worn out, like
drowned and starved rats, in Base Camp at 1 o'clock on the mornin?" of the 21s~. Despite our condition, we retained glorious memones of the glIstening land we had left behind.
As may be i~agined, the 21st was spent eating and recuperating
from our expenences. On the 22nd, however, an abortive attempt
was made on Mount U to on the first rainless and cloudless day
o~ ,our sojourn, but we were forced back by bad avalanche conditIOns.
By now college was calling us again and preparations for departu:e be?"an. We had learned that although June is the most
beautIful tIme of year in the Selkirks, this beauty is revealed only
at the, will of, the clouds. Yet all of us, even those who are well
~cqua~nted with ,other North American ranges, know that when,
III less troub,led tImes, w~ can ~nce again find health and peace in
the mountaIlls, the SelkIrks WIll very likely be the first to which
we shall return.

Other Climbs and Expeditions
Since the last issue of Harvard Mountaineering exigencies of
war have curtailed the alpine activity of many members. In spite
of this a number of graduates and undergraduates have been
climbing in additional regions to those described in the foregoing
pages, resulting in still other ascents to be reported on. Unfortunately space does not permit more than the following brief
comments.

*

*

*

*

*

*

In the realm of New England's limited climbs several new
ones have been accomplished by members of the club's undergraduate body. Although "new routes" are quite often being discovered
on our favorite rock cliffs it is difficult to think of these as "first
ascents." In the course of its ice-climbing activities in Huntington
Ravine on Mt. Washington, however, the club has made several
first ascents. On March 29, 1942, Andrew Kauffman and Maynard
Miller made a third ascent of the famous Pinnacle Gully. During
the Christmas trip in 1942 Maynard Miller, William Latady, and
John Ross made the first ascent of the North Gully, that farthest
out on the opposite wall of Huntington. January 31st, 1943, saw
the first ascent of lengthy Damnation Gully by Andrew Kauffman
and William Putnam. A second ascent of this same ice gulley was
done a week later by Miller, Leland Sosman and Ted Haley. In
February of this year Willis \7\1 eatherford made a second ascent
of the North Gully with Robert McCarter and Milton Van Dyke.
c

Of special interest is the brief reconnaissance of the Baird Glacier
route into Devil's Thumb northeast of Petersburg, Alaska, by Miller
and Ladd while in that district in September 1941. It was hoped
the information obtained would sometime be useful to the H.M.C.
They discovered that an approach from the west, although seemingly more feasible on the map, was actually not as good as the
one used· by the Wiessner party in 1937, via Sterling Creek on the
S6kine River side. A badly broken surface on the low-level Baird
HIGH CAMP, ILLECILLEWAET GLACIER, B. C,
Photo, M, Miller
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would cause difficulty except perhaps in very early summer. It is
believed that fine skiing may be obtained on the high snow fields
between Devil's Thumb (9,077') and Kate's Needle (10,002'),
at all seasons, making for easier transport on the east side plateau.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Henry S. Hall has again been active in the British Columbia
Coast Range. In July, 1942, with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Don Munday
of Vancouver, he made the first ascent of Mt. Queen Bess (10,700'),
roughly 200 miles north of Vancouver. This area is highly recom~
mended to members of the club who want some relatively accessible
pioneer climbing after the war.
In 1941 Hall went to Mt. Hayes in Alaska with Brad Washburn
and others, about which he has written an article for this issue.
In 1940 he climbed in the Olympics and Cascades and later made
two first ascents in the Canadian Rockies, one of which, an unnamed
peak just over 10,000' a few miles north of the new road at the
Big Bend of the Columbia River, he named Mt. Dunkirk in honor
of the remarkable escape of the British forces in France a few
weeks before.

*

William House,.and Robert Bates climbed together in the Tetons
in 1940. Bates also was in the Yukon and Alaska in '41 and '42,
about which he writes in earlier pages of this issue.

*

William Latady climbed Rainier and on Mt. Baker in the
Cascades, Mt. Olympus in the Olympics, and did some rock work
in the Tetons in 1941. He was a member of the club Selkirk
expedition in 1942.
Joseph Fitzpatrick also climbed in the Pacific Northwest in '41
and the Selkirks in '42.
John Cobb made some ascents of the volcanic peaks in Mexico
in 1941.

*

During the summer of 1941 Fred Wulsin climbed in the southern Rockies of Arizona and in the T etons.
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Stacey French was in the Tetons in '41 while Herb Weiner
made some good climbs there in 1940. Charley Houston was in
the T etons in 1941.

*

*

*

Morton Baker climbed in the California Sierras in 1940, while
John Voss made several ascents in the same region in '41.

*

*

*

Harrie Chamberlin climbed Bonanza Peak and others in the
northern Cascades in 1940.

*

*

*

Robert Blake in 1940 ascended Rainier, Whitney and three of
the Mexican volcanoes, including Orizaba, The Sleeping Lady, and
Popocatepetl.

*

*

*

Edward Peterson did some climbing in the Colorado Rockies in
1941 as also did Willis Weatherford the year before.

*

*

*

William Putnam climbed in Montana in 1941, and was on the
Selkirk expedition in 1942.

*

*

*

Maynard Miller made a number of ascents in the high. Cascades
after returning from the Mt. Bertha expedition in late August,
1940. The following summer he climbed in the Tetons, was a
summit guide on Rainier for the month of July, and then Joined
the Field expedition in Alaska for six weeks of Glacier studies,
(described earlier in this issue). In 1942 he was in the Selkirks
with the club and later climbed Little Tahoma and elsewhere in
the Cascades and Olympics.
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Spur Cabin
WILLIS WEATHERFORD

OST of us have memories of an aching back and heaving chest
as we skinned up the Sherburne loaded down with our sleep~ng
bag ice climbing equipment, and food for the week end. A typ1cal
par~y may arrive at Pinkham Notch late at .night to find that the
toil and trouble of the trail is more than repa1d by the beauty of the
midnight moon as it casts its myriad shadows on the snow. ,
Spur Cabin, nestled just below the mouth of Tuckerman s Ravine at an elevation of 3435 feet, offers an excellent base of operations for climbs in the Mount Washington area. In recent years
Cabin weekends have become more than ever the proving ground
for the Mountaineering Club, being a logical stepping stone between Sunday afternoons in Quincy Quarries and expeditions such
as those to Peru, Alaska, and the Selkirks.
.
Huntington Ravine lies only two miles from the .cab1n a~d offers
the best available ice climbing in New England. F1ve gullIes reach
their icy fingers toward the summit of Washington; Odell is probably the most varied and popular climb, wh~le what the c~ub
chooses to call "Damnation Gully" lives up to 1ts name by belllg
the longest. Pinnacle Gully is the toughest, and will try the skill
of even the most expert. When the weather is too bad for the
more hardy sport, Mountaineers condescend to ski the Sherburne
and Wildcat and consort with "ordinary" vacationers.
When Summer comes and the snows melt, Huntington Ravine
has new challenges for the mountaineer. The route up the Pinnacle
is well ironed up and gives good climbing on good rock. Whitehorse and Cathedral Ledges are not far away; the first gives plenty
of practice on slab work while the second i~ p~i~ari1y a chimney
climb. Thus Winter. or Summer, Spur Cablll 1S III the center of
a good climbing area.
.
The comradeship at the cabin is probably the most lastlllg asset
of the club; it is here that we find whether a fellow can "take it";
whether he wakes up sour or cheerful, does he pitch in to help

M
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chop wood, cook, and wash dishes; it is here that we find whether
he is man or mouse. Here acquaintance is moulded into lasting
friendship, and the club becomes a unit rather than a mere collection of individuals. Here one inherits the spirit of the Mountaineer. Cabin memories are lasting: Miller "taking over" to cook up
some delicacy, Putnam waking the whole cabin with an oath when
the fire refuses to start, bleary eyes peering through the smoke
filled room and stinging because of the smoke-cracks in that neverto-be-forgotten stove; all of these are part of a cabin trip.
The United States Forest Service intimates that it may have to
remove the cabin since it is on government property and because
people ~ill not keep it clean. Weare making every effort through
posted SIgns and our own example to keep the cabin neat and
clean inside and out, so that it will be an addition to the recreation
area and not a detriment. It is only in this way that the cabin
can be kept open, and the path thus made easier for future classes
to keep alive the tradition of Mountaineering at Harvard.

Digest of Local Rock and Ice Climbs
ROGER

E.

CLAPP*

Mountaineers: Meet at Johnson Gate
at 1 :30 P.M. on Sunday. vVear sneakers, bring rope and car if possible.

To

men who have climbed with the Harvard Mountaineering
Club this notice, from the pages of the Harvard Crimson, will
bring back memories of the Double Overhang at Rattlesnake and
the Layback at Railroad Quarry. Similar notices announce longer
trips-to Mount Carmel in Connecticut, or up into New Hampshire
to Cannon Mountain or Huntington Ravine. Nlountaineers who
once collected at Johnson Gate for such local trips have gone on
to climb in the West, in Canada, in Alaska, in Peru, in the Alps,
in the Caucasus and even in the Himalayas; doubtless this admittedly incomplete list will be substantially lengthened when the
storie~ of Harvard men now in the Army's Mountain Troops
are told.
We address this article, however, not to the mountaineers of
today, but to those of tomorrow. Our purpose is to help bridge
whatever gap the war may introduce in the continuity of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, by providing a guide to some of our
most popular climbs, telling how to reach them and what routes
we have climbed. For organizational reasons we have subdivided
. these local climbs into three groups:
1. CLIMBS AROUND BOSTON
A. Rattlesnake Crags
B. Railroad Quarries
C. Hitchcock Quarries
D. Nahant

II.

MORE DISTANT CLIMBS

A. Joe English Hill
B. Mount Carmel
*On collaboration with some of the club's 1941-43 undergraduate rope leaders

H. M. C. SPUR CABIN
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Photo, M. Miller
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III.

CLIMBS IN THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

A.
B.
C.
D.

Cannon Mountain
White Horse Ledge
Cathedral Ledge
Huntington Ravine

This list is meant to be representative, and does not by any
means exhaust the supply of good climbs. For example, we might
also note: Castle Rock in Medford, Middlesex Fells, Roberts Quarry,
Peabody Boulders, Dogtown Common, and the Rockport Quarries.
In the Mount Carmel area there are West Peak, offering one of
our hardest climbs, and Mt. Ragged. (Do not confuse West Peak
with West Rock in New Haven.) Mt. Tom, in the Holyoke Range
offers fair climbing. In Maine there is good rock work on the faces
and in the gullies of Mt. Katahdin, and on the cliffs along the coast.
For those who may be new, here are a few words of advice.
Climbing in the quarries may be made a gay scramble,· and it will
prepare you to climb just such mountains as are in themselves gay
scrambles. Or the quarries may become a training and proving
ground for the development of careful rock climbing and competent
rope handling, which will prepare you for long and difficult climbs
. on rock, snow and ice later on. Good rock-climbing technique will
not only get you up the route with safety, but also will do it
with a minimum of effort. Climb with your eyes-pick out
the next handholds before you come to them. This will allow you
to move smoothly and easily with rhythm and balance, the distinguishing characteristic of a good climber. On ice, this ability
to climb with your eyes· will show itself in the planning of a
pattern in the steps you cut, and in the planning of a route, wherever
you climb. It is a good idea to refer to a book on climbing, such
as the Handbook of American Mountaineering, * by one of the
Club's Graduate Members, Kenneth A. Henderson. Questions of
of safety should at all times be uppermost. Belays should be tested,
particularly with new men. Always check the ropes before a climb,
and the knots frequently during a climb. And never use the same
rope extensively for more than one season.
*Houghton Mifflin Co., 1942
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R., R. QUARRY. (2) ICE CLll\IBING IN HUNTINGTON RAVINE.
(3) ON THE TUCKERMAN HEADWALL. (4) RAPPEL OFF RATTLESN"AKE CRAGS, BLUE HILLS.
Photos, M. Miller and W. Latady

(1) THE LAY-BACK, QUINCY

I.

CLIMBS AROUND BOSTON

A.

RATTLESNAKE CRAGS

The Crags (and the Quarries, too) are not far. froJ? the West
Quincy Depot on the Blue Hills Road, about 15 miles south of
Boston. To get to Rattlesnake by auto, drive to Blue Hills through
Mattapan on Route 28 from Cottage Farms Bridge. The turn-off
is on the left, a red-paved road without a route number. The
cliffs are north of this road, on the highest crest of Blue Hills.
To reach Rattlesnake without an auto, take the subway to
Ashmont Station, and from there take any bus which goes to West
Quincy. Get off when the bus turns left after passing the West
Quincy Depot. Walk south along the main road until you come to
the red highway which curves to the right and up a hill to the Crags.
These rocks are divided into an eastern (right-hand) group and
a western (left-hand) group. On the eastern side is the muchphotographed Single Overhang. Next left is a short chimney and a
corner crack, and then a steep face offering many routes, including
the so-called Finger Traverse. From right to left in the western
group (two hundred yards around the hill) are, first, a ragged face
with several variations including Putnam's Traverse; Clapp's Crack,
under an overhanging slab; Tom's Corner, around a rough overhang; the Double Overhang, one below and one above; the V
Chimney, next to it; and farther around the hill a sloping face
especially suitable for teaching men to rappel. '

B.

RAILROAD QUARRIES

F rom the West Quincy Depot go across the railroad tracks and
up the hill, along the crown of which are a series of deep and
shallow quarries, some still being worked.
The Westernmost quarry is shallow, with good climbing along
its northern wall. There are several long routes at the eastern end,
while farther in, past a crumbling slope, are shorter routes for
beginners and a fine place for "free rope" practice. The next quarry
to the east is very deep, with three long routes up its north face.
A short but popular route is the Layback, a vertical crack at the
northwest corner along the rim of the quarry. To the south, across
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from the Layback, as well as in the deeper parts of the q~ar?,
spring water drips down the rock and builds up mounds o~ Ice m
the winter which cap. be used for ice-axe and crampon practICe.
C.

HITCHCOCK QUARRIES

Hitchcock is along Quarry Street, on the hill to the east of~he
West Quincy Depot. We usually practice in a shallo,:" quarry whICh
has a high, vertical cliff on the right, one not so hIgh on t~e. l~ft,
and a slanting buttress projecting between these two walls, dlvldmg
the quarry into two holes, the left-hand of which is partly filled
with water.
The central buttress offers easy climbing. On the left-hand wall
there are several routes-one in the corner and two or three on the
face. The right-hand cliff boasts longer and mor~ ~ifficult climbs
at its two corners. The center of the right-hand clIff IS a sheer face
which has not been climbed.
There are several other quarries near by, particularly a large one
an eighth of a mile east which offers interesting climbing on
longer rot;tes.

D.

NAHANT

Nahant is on the North Shore. The cliffs are on the ocean side,
at the far end of th~ T ombolo Peninsula. It has one place where
at high tide one must go across on doubled ropes in the Tyrolean
fashion. The rock is well indurated Cambrian shale and chert, as
compared with the Quincy region where the rock is of granite.
II.

MORE DISTANT CLI11BS

A.

JOE ENGLISH HILL

Engli~ Hill lies in southern New Hampshit-e, between
Milford and New Boston, a mile east of Route 13. From Boston
it is a two hour drive. The cliff itself, about 150 feet high, exten~s
for some distance along the south side of the hill. ~ike Nahant lt
has been closed to climbers by the Army for the duratIOn of the war.
On the central part of the cliff, as seen from the road, is Charlie's
Face, a broad expanse of steeply sloping rock, with many routes of

Joe
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ascent and traverse. To the left of the face is Higgins' Folly, while
to the right is the Lemon Squeezer. There are ma~y other climbs
on both sides, in particular the Pipe Line, farther to the right, a
long vertical crack on a sloping face, with an overhang at the
bottom. Just above the overhang a section of pipe has been driven
into the crack, for those who need it. All along the hill the cliffs
offer fine opportunity for piton practice.

B.

MOUNT CARMEL

Carmel averaging 100 feet in altitude is in Connecticut, eight
miles north of New Haven on the inshore route. It lies in the
Sleeping Giant State Park, 8 miles north of New Haven, and can
be easily reached by bus.
In the row of hills called the Sleeping Giant, Mount Carmel is
the Giant's head, and the climbing is to be found on the southeast
side along the Giant's chin. This cliff is vertical, quite exposed,
and broken, but the rock is firm, with numerous handholds, perhaps
the best climbing we have from this point of view. At the righthand (north) end of the cliff there are several easy routes and an
excellent r;:ppelling spot. To the left there is a challenging layback,
while farther on are such famous routes as the Sentry Box, the
Shingle, and L'Apres Midi plus twenty or thirty other routes and
variations. It is advisable to inform the state watchman of your
plans upon arrival at the park's entrance.
III. CLIMBS IN THE WHITE MOUNTAINS

A.

CANNON MOUNTAIN

Cannon is at the head of Franconia Notch, thirty miles north of
Plymouth, New Hampshire, on Route 3. There is train service to
Plymouth, and infrequent bus service to Franconia. If not driving
take along a bicycle for the latter 25 miles of the trip. A convenient place to spread your sleeping bag for the night is the Mt.
Lafayette Camping Grounds, on the western (left-hand) side of
the road, near the foot of Cannon Mountain. From here a short
hike up the road and a good bushwack through the woods will
bring you to the scree slope at the base of the cliff.
This cliff is the most magnificent to be found in New England.
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In the upper right-hand corner is the rock formation known as the
Old Man of the Mountain, best seen from his left profile. There
are many possible rock-climbing routes, and one of these, the Wiessner Route, begins near the right-hand end of the cliff, winds up
the rock face and finishes by passing under the Old Man's ear.
The Old Route weaves back and forth in the center of the cliff.
The most spectacular of all is the Whitney-Gilman Route, following
the corner of an imposing buttress at the left-hand (southwest)
end of the cliff.
T he Whitney-Gilman Route was pioneered 12 years ago by
Bradley Gilman and Hassler Whitney. As closely as possible, it
follows the sharp edge of the exposed buttress just to the left
of the main break in the cliff. The route begins in a dry couloir
or chimney part way out on the buttress, then continues up on to
the Flake. The Flake is a giant slab of rock which appears loosely
held to the cliff. Approach it with a layback, then squeeze behind,
chimney up, and straddle its sharp upper edge. A few ledges higher
you will come to an Overhang, "the tricky place". Here you climb a
sloping ledge to the right, overlooking a 400 foot drop into a wet
couloir. Reach carefully up and around far to the left, for an
excellent handhold. Now swing out on both hands, chin yourself,
and it's done. Although there is some delicate balancing, a short
traverse, and climbing on the exposed corner above, you soon reach
trees which cap the cliff.
At the top of the climb, continue through the trees upward and
to the right until you reach a trail following the rim past the Old
Man. This trail winds northward, then cuts down the hill to the
.
settlement by Profile Lake.
The Old Route on Cannon begins at the bottom of the cliff at
a point diagonally to the left and below the Old Man. The first
pitches lead up to a large group of jutting slabs. (Do not confuse
these with a group of boulders farther to the right, known as "the
fake Old Man".) From here the route slants up to the left to a
chimney in rock of a dark color, then cuts back to the right along
a grassy strip called the Breakfast Place. Where the rocks turn a
darker color again, the route follows upward toward more overhanging slabs, slips to the right through the Letter Box, and climbs
on up to the top.
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B. WI-lITE HORSE LEDGE
The ledge can be seen from the North Conway (N.H.) railroad
station. (The White Horse himself can be seen if you use a little
imagination.) To reach the base of the cliff, go down the road
westward across the valley to Echo Lake, walk halfway around the
lake, and cut through the woods.
.
The customary route is at the northern end of the eastern SIde
of the hill. It begins at the base of a great sloping slab of igneous
rock, framed by the two sides of an arch which doesn't quite meet
at the top. The first climbing is slab work, diagonally upward to
the right, and then to the left to reach a large clump of bushes.
Be sure to allow at least 125 feet of rope between the leader and
second man. Now begins the main part of the climb, a long layback on the left-hand side of the archway. There are pitons at
intervals along this crack. Near the top the route cuts upward past
two trees, then crosses the slab above on a discoloration known as
"the Brown Spot". One more pitch completes the difficult part of
the climb; there is a stairway of ledges to the top of the hill.

SOUTHERN END OF THE FACE ON CA~NON MOUNTAIN,.N. H.
(\Vhitney.Gilman Route follows trace of promment buttress at the right.)
Photo, lif? Putnam

C.

CATHEDRAL LEDGE

Cathedral Ledge is the next hill to the north of White Horse
Ledge. It offers one of the most difficult of our climbs. The best
route follows a well-defined crack, which runs up the face about
200 feet north of a prominent chimney or setback. An easy fissure
in a slab leads to the first pitch of the crack itself, a deep narrow
cleft which is technically the most difficult part of the climb. (This
pitch may be detoured by an ascent farther to the left and a ropetraverse back again, using a tree as belay.) After a short section
in the crack there follow three very exposed shelves, to its right; the
last of these requires layback methods or a courte-echell e. A farther
scramble up the crack, and a pitch upon the face to its left, lead
to a spacious cave. Ascent out of this may be done either by small
holds on the right (north) wall, using as soon as possible a legstraddle against the left wall, or by chimney tactics up the head of
the cave and then forward above its vault until exit is possible
upward. An easy back-and-foot chimney is then followed by a
traverse to the right around a bulge of rock (very delicate balance,
offering a handhold above, just around the bulge) . From here a
short but strenuous "Mummery Crack" (jamming one knee and
one forearm), and traverse back left again into the main crack,
,is finished easily in two pitches separated by a walk.

D. HUNTINGTON RAVINE
Huntington Ravine on Mount Washington has some fine rockclimbing, but is better known to us for the ice-climbing it offers
during the winter season. Take the train to North Conway or
Intervale, and go to Pinkham Notch (Porky Gulch) via the Costello Bus Lines. Climb the Fire Trail for a mile and three quarters
and you will come to a small clearing on the left. If you are going
to the Harvard Mountaineering Club cabin, turn left here, crossing
first the Cutler River and then the Sherburne ski trail. The cabin
is thirty yards farther on, below Boott Spur. If you are going into
Huntington Ravine, continue along the Fire Trail for a quarter
of a mile and take the Raymond Path to the right. This trail goes
downhill to the Raymond Creek, which drains Huntington, then
continues on towards the Raymond Cataract. If the snow is deep
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that it is the least changeable of the gullies. In midwinter it rnaintains a pitch of 55° to 70° all the way up. It is wise to allow a full
day for its ascent, unless conditions are very favorable. Bring a
few ice pitons in case there is difficulty. To descend, cross over to
the chute beyond Odell Gully, or else to the Escape Hatch beyond
Central.
Central Gully is the easiest at' any season. Early in the winter
this gully is a long ice climb which usually cannot be done on
crampons without cutting steps. Later on it fills up with snow
leaving little actual ice work, except possibly one face. There is no
set route; the leader may pick his way freely. In descending from
Central or Damnation, use the Escape Hatch. This is a long, fairly
steep chute, inclined at a slope more or less parallel to that of the
western (central) wall of the Ravine. It is located part way around
on the northwest wall between Central and Damnation, its top approximately one hundred yards north of Central Gully. Filled with
snow it emerges on the lower, more gentle ice faces above the
center of theFan.
Damnation Gully is narrower than Central Gully, limiting the
leader's choice of route. It is a long climb, perhaps 1000 feet, but not
as difficult as the Pinnacle Gully. You may find trouble on one
perpendicular pitch half way up. It is wise to have a few ice pitons
for possible difficulty.
T he North Gully is fairly long, and for the most part not too
difficult. Its first pitch, however, may be steep, with a long broken
slope of 60°. This, of course, varies from month to month and from
year to year, as does every pitch on every climb. The easiest way
down is to traverse out OLl the wall of Huntington, far to the'right
of the top of the gully, and then descend through any of innumerable short couloirs.
Other good ice climbing may be found on Mt. Willard near
Crawford Notch, on Mt. Katahdin in Maine and in numerous
other gullies and ravines in Northern New England. Early in
the season abundant routes may be found on the Headwall of
Tuckerman Ravine, Mt. Washington, before the many ice falls. are
buried under drifted snow. In midwinter it is possible to practice·
ice technique in the quarries at Quincy, especially the Railroad
Quarries.
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PINN ACLE GULLY, HUNTINGTON RAVINE
Photo ' K . Henderson
Courtesy ApJ)alachian Mt. Chtb
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Club Activities
N the past three years, the Harvard Mountaineering Club,
though increasingly conscious of war problems, has nevertheless
been able to maintain its high standard of activity, the outgrowth
of 19 years experience. The usual "open" meeting early every fall
as well as the regular autumn dinners continue to bring in their
new crop of members and provide interesting programs. For the
duration the traditional "Formal" winter meeting has been replaced
by an informal affair, but the annual Spring Anniversary Dinner
continues as always, to re-awaken the climbing enthusiasm of many
season mountaineers.
Because of transportation difficulties, the Club's achievements
have been largely limited to local regions. The usual trips to Quincy
Quarries and Rattlesnake are now largely made by subway or
bicycle, and the club resorts to rail and bus travel for its trips to
the White Mountains. Numerous rock-climbs have been repeated,
notably the ascents of the Whitney-Gilman and Old routes on
Cannon, of White Horse Ledge, and of the Pinnacle in Huntington
Ravine, The Spur Cabin has become a veritable place of pilgrimage for Club members in the winter, and the usual ice ascents
up the Odell and Central Gullies in Huntington Ravine have been
many times repeated. Last year, two club members made the third
ascent of the notorious Pinnacle Gully, making a film of their climb.
This year, club members also made the first ascents of the two
gullies on, the north wall of the ravine.
But the club has also wandered farther afield. In 1941, we sent
an expedition to Peru to reconnoiter and try to climb 19,000 foot
Mount Huagoruncho, an unscaled peak of the eastern Cordillera.
Upon that expedition's return after a successful reconnaissance, plans
were formulated and arrangements made for another trip to South
America. The second expedition was thwarted, however, by the
developmeP( of world events. Again, in June 1942, a small group
was sent to the Selkirks in British Columbia to test equipment for

I
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The Constitution
(REVISED, FEBRUARY,

1942)

1. The name of this organization shall be the
HARVARD MOUNTAINEERING CLUB

TERRIS .MOORE REVIVES THE
AT A

•

MEE'M~~Y&IE~~~ttiibt~~~RE

FOR THE H. M. C.
Photo, T. Furnas

II. The obj ect of this organization shall be to bring together
such Harvard men, graduate and undergraduate, as are interested
in mountaineering, to promote an acquaintance and interchange of
ideas among experienced mountaineers, and to promote a general
interest in climbing among the undergraduate body.
III. There shall be five classes of membership, ({Active/' {{'Qual- ifying," Graduate," ({Corresponding," and ({Honorary." ACTIVE
MEMBERS shall be officers, students, and graduates of the University who are considered qualified mountaineers and who are elected
by the club. The successful ascent of two major, glacier-hung peaks,
or their equivalent, shall be a minimum requirement. Each candidate shall be proposed and seconded by active members. QU ALIFYING MEA1BERS shall be those officers and students of the
University, who, although not qualified for active membership, are
sufficiently interested in the aims and activities of the club, and are
unanimously elected by the Council. A candidate for election to
qualifying membership, above the freshman class must be proposed by a member of the club and seconded by an active member
of the club. Freshman candidates will be elected by unanimous vote
of the Council without proposal or seconding. GRADUATE
MEMBERS shall be those men who, during their undergraduate
days, have been ACTIVE members but who still desire to keep up
contact after graduation. A graduate m~y, if he so desires, retain
his ACTIVE membership. CORRESPONDING AIEMBERS shall
be those whJ; although not necessarily connected with the University, by showing. sustained interest in mountaineering and by their
participation in club activities, shall be admitted to membership
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by vote of the Council. A candidate for election to qualifying membership above the Freshman Class must be proposed by a member
of the club and seconded by an active member of the club. A
candidate for election to Active membership must be proposed,
seconded and unanimously elected by active members. A candidate
for election to Qualifying membership shall be proposed and elected
by unanimous vote of the Council. HONORARY MEMBERS
shall be those mountaineers of outstanding ability and accomplishment who by virtue of their qualifications and interest in the club
are so elected by unanimous vote of the Council and all active
members present at the nomination meeting, at· which there must
be at least five active graduates present.
IV. (a) Officers of the club mUst be for their whole term students or officers of the University. Severance of direct connection
with the University automatically voids the office. Officers are at all
times eligible to re-election. Members of the Council and chairmen
of committees must be Active members of the club.
(b) The President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer
shall be elected by the Club at the Annual Spring Dinner. These
officers comprise the Council.

Business Meeting. There shall be at least one business n:eeting e~ch
year, at which any business may be brought up, .whIch meetmg
shall be held during the first half of each academIC year.
VI. All voting by the Club shall be by Active Me~bers only.
At meetings of the Council, in the case of a tie, the PresIde~t shall
have a second and deciding vote. There shall be no votmg by
proxy, except as in VIII, infra.
VII. There shall be an initiation fee of $2.00 and annual dues
of $3.00 paid by all undergraduate and corresponding members.
All active graduate members shall pay an annual due of $1.00.
Graduate members, except ex-officers of the Club, may be dropped
by the Council for non-payment of dues.
VIII. Proposed amendments shall be announced at least. ten
days before vote is taken thereon. Three-fourths of those votIng,
in person or by mail, shall be required to pass a proposed amendment. Proxies sent to the Secretary must be read and counted by
him at the vote.

. ( c) The Chairman of the Rock Climbing Committee, Ice
Cabin Committee, Equipment Committee
and Libranan shall be elected by each Council at its first meeting
for the term of that Council.
'
.

Chmb~ng ~ommittee,

(d) The Council may elect such men or officers and committee men as it deems advisable. These men are removable by the
Council.
. ( e) At any regular business meeting, if the intention to
do so IS announced at least ten days in advance, the Council may
propose the rec:ll of any officer. The Club by a plurality of those
present and votIng may recall the officer for the remainder of the
term. S?ould the Club in voting fail to recall the officer that will
auto.matlcally recall the entire Council. The oldest ex-President, or
lackIng that, the oldest ex-officer present will then take the chair
and the Club will proceed to elect a Council for the remainder of
the term.
V. Business of the Club shall be conducted by the C
'1
b'
.
ounCl,
su Ject to motIOns passed and instructions given by the Club at a
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Harvard Mountaineering Club Membership
1942-43
HONORARY MEMBERS

~~%::~,P~~~~~~~~;JAC:~H~~;:~;S;OJO~~r! Ins~itute, Car~iff, Wales, England
FISHER, JOEL, 1020 5th St., New York CityCY t., Cambndge, Mass.
HOUSE, WILLIAM, 9 Capital St. Concord N H
LADD, W. S., 135 East 65th St., New York city .
~DELL, NOEL E., % Sedgewick Museum, Cambridge England
ALMER, HOWARD, Box 527, Westerly, R. 1.
'
RICHARDS, DR. 1. A., 9 Kirkland Place, Cambridge, Mass.
GRADUATE MEMBERS
ANGLE, CHARLES E., 43 East Blvd. Rochester NY· '33
BATES, ROBERT
'1'"
D C· '33
B
R H H., 3922 Ingomar St., N .W ., W'aSlmgton
ISHOP, . ., Arrowhead Farm, Novelty, Ohio' '38 ' . . ,
BITTENBENDER, STEVEN ' Mt . Blue, S. N orwe 11 M'ass" 41
B
LAKE, R. W., 71 Hammond St., Cambridge' Mass"
BRADLEE 'AHENRY G .,.,
JR 47 H'll'd
Rd ., Brookline
'
. Mass' '26
B
1 SI e
RIGHT, LEXANDER H., 165 Brattle St., Cambrid e 'M
:"19
BROOKS, EDWIN D ·, 1 H u bbar d·S t., Con cord Mass
g, ass.,
BROWN, D ONALD W.
'
.
BURR, ALSTON, 60 State St., Boston
CABOT, THOMAS D., Weston; '19
CARTER
.
C
A ' ADAMS H . ,170
. Ot'
. IS· S. t., N ewtonvtlle,
Mass.; '36
RTER, ROBERT S., 440 RIverSIde Drive, New York Cit . '37
CHAMBERLIN, HARRIE 29 Woodbine Rd B 1
M y,
CLAPP R
37'
., e mont,
ass
,OGER,
Gray Gardens East, Cambridge Mass.'
COBB, SIDNEY, 334 Adams St., Milton, Mass.; '38 '
COBB, JOHN C., 334 Adams St., Milton, Mass.' '42
COLLINS, LESTER A.
'
COMEY, ARTHUR C., R.F.D., Lexington Mass.' '07
COOLIDGE , LAWRENC E, 10 O'tIS PIace, Boston;
'
,
'27
CUMMIpNGS, WILBUR L., Round Hill, Greenwich Conn' '37
,
.,
D AVIS, HILIP
gONALDSON, FRANK, 105 Underhill St., Tuchahoe NY· '29
DORSEY, H. G., JR., 3708 33rd Place, Washington' D'C': '34
UNCAN, DYSON, 175 East 71st St. New York city"
gURAND, ~ANA BENNETT, Mt. Hol~oke College Sou'th Hadley
URANTJ LDRICH JR., 989 Memorial Drive Ca~bridge M
,Mass.; '25
'
, ass.
E DDY, GARRETT, Seattle, Wash.
EMERSON,
GEORGE
F 52 C0 1um b'la St., South Weymouth Mass' '33
E
A
"
Fo rei
'
W
'
'
.,
/0
gn s
erVlce,
ashmgton
DC,
'33
E MMONS, RTHUR B" cl
EMMONS, ORVILLE H., Dublin School Dublin N H· '39 . . ,
VERETT, WALTER C., 37 Sanford Av~., Flush'ing: N.Y.; '33

'30
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FARQUHAR, FRANCIS P., 220 Bush St., San Francisco, Calif.; '09
FERRIS, BEN G., 331 Dudley Rd., Newton Center, Mass.
FIELD, WM. OSGOOD, JR., 18 West 12th St., New York City; '26
FORBES, ALEXANDER, Harland St., Milton, Mass.; '04
FORBES, DR. WILLIAM, Harvard Fatigue Lab., Morgan Hall, Boston
FRENCH, CHARLES S., 5724 Kenwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.; '30
FUJIMOTO, GEORGE 1., 2811 18th St., Seattle, Wash.
GEIST, S., 315 St. Paul St., Brookline, Mass.
GIFFORD, W. S., JR., 1] 1 East 61st St., New York City; '39
GILMAN, BRADLEY B., 25 Westland St., Worcester, Mass.; '28
GOLDTHWAIT, RICHARD P., 29 Oriole Ave., Providence,R. 1. (Post. '33)
GRACE, HENRY, 27 Upper Belgrave Rd., Clifton, Bristol 8, England
GRAY, JOHN C., 36 Larch Rd., Cambridge, Mass.; '30
GRAY, ROLAND, JR., 419 4th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
GOODWIN, JAMES, 140· N. Beacon St., Hartford, Conn.
GRIFFITH, CHARLES, 1417 Downing St., Denver, Colo.; '40
HALL, HENRY S., 154 Coolidge Hill, Cambridge; '19
HANNA, JOHN
HARPER, PAUL V., 111 Park Drive, Boston; '37
HARTSHORNE, E. V., 3 Phillips Place, Cambridge
HATCH, ALBERT M., 51 Center St., Brookline, Mass.; '34
HAYWARD, MALCOLM LLOYD
HELBURN, WILLARD, 1 Fresh Pond Lane, Cambridge; '04
HENDERSON, KENNETH A., 238 Chestnut St., W. Newton; '36
HENRY, PHINEAS McC., JR., 4609 Grand Ave., Des Moines, la.; '36
HOLT, BRANTLEY, 913 East 3rd St., Ellensburg, Wash.
HOUSTON, C. S., Presbyterian Hospital, 168th St., New York City; '35
HOWELL, W. S., Graduate House, M. 1. T., Cambridge; '36
HUNTINGTON, EDWARD V., 48 Highland St., Cambridge; '95
HURD, J. C., 4 Mercer Circle, Cambridge
HURLEY, EDWARD D., 225 Common St., Watertown, Mass.; '36
(Lever Bros., Memorial Drive, Cambridge)
JENKS, WILLIAM F., Cerro de Pasco Corp., Lima, Peru, '32
KELLER, O. CROSBY
KENNARD, HARRISON E., 246 Dudley Rd., Newton Center; '25
KENNARD, JOHN, 967 Elm St., Manchester, N. H.
LANGMUIR, ROBERT V., % Athenaeum, 551 South Hill Ave., Pasadena, Calif.;
'35
\
LAWRENCE, CJARLES H., 119 Willard Rd., Brookline; '36
LOOMIS, WILLIAM F., Dover; '36
LEDOUX, LOUIS PIERRE, Cornwall-on-Hudson, N. Y.
MACLAURIN, E. Y., JR., 3 Phillips Place, Cambridge
MARTIN, JOHN, Morgan Hall, Soldiers Field, Boston
MALLINCKRODT, EDWARD, 16 Westmoreland Place, St. Louis, Mo.
MATHER, PROFESSOR KIRTLEY F., 155 Homer St., Newton Center
MOORE, TERRIS, 86 Buckingham St., Cambridge
MCCONNELL, GRANT, 63 Oxford Place, Cambridge
MORTON, MARCUS, JR., 24 Larchwood Drive, Cambridge; '21
NOTMAN, JOHN, Circle Rd., Dongon Hills, Staten Island, N. Y.; '41
O'BRIEN, LINCOLN, 101 Chestnut St., Boston; '29
O'CONOR, JOHN
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OHLE, ELPENOR R., 107 Ave. Louis Pasteur, Boston
OPPENHEIMER, HAROLD L.
OVERTON, GEORGE
PEABODY, DEAN, JR., 362 Clyde St., Chestnut Hill, Boston
PERKINS, FRANCIS W., 82 Monmouth St., Brookline; '26
RIDDER, WALTER T.
RIVINUS, F. M.
RORTY, MALCOLM McN.
SCOTT, DOUGLAS C., Huntington, Long Island, N.Y.
SEARLS, FRED T., 66 San Fernando Way, San Francisco, Calif.; '36
STACEY, DAVID, Devil's Gulch Rd., Estes Park, Colo.; '40
STEBBINS, DR. H. D., 66 Pleasant St., Marblehead; '27
STEINWAY, THEODORE, 126 East 65th St., New York City; '35
STEVENS, DAVID, 1619 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge; '39
TAYLOR, E. FOLGER, 85 Damon Rd., Medford, Mass.; '32
THURSTON, W., 44 Coolidge Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
ULRICHS, HERMAN, Cornish School, Seattle, Wash.
WEATHERFORD, WILLIS, Blue Ridge, No. Carolina
WARFIELD, B. B., St. Pauls School, Concord, N. H.
WASHBURN, HENRY B., % New England Museum of Natural History, Boston
WHITE, H. BOWEN, 322 Marlboro St., Boston; '35
WHITNEY, HASSLER, Math. Dept., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
YOUNG, HAMILTON, 225 Park St., Newton; '33
ZEMURRAY, S., JR., 2 Audubon Place, New Orleans, La.
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS

100 Burlingame Rd., Syracuse, N.Y.; '46 (a)
MCCARTER, R OBERT S .,
M
. '43 (a)
MEANS, JAMES, 15 Chestnut S~92~o~o6ovea~~:, Tacoma, Washington; '43 (a)
MILLER MAYNARD MALCOLM,
.
h'
or 9507-27th Ave., N.W., Seattle, W as mg~~. '43 (a)
W
20 Lincoln St. Larc h mont, . . ,
NEUBERG,
ALTER,
7 hAve' Denver, Colo.
PETERS GERALD, 5021 E. 1 t
.,
Ch'
III . '43 (a)

PETERS~N, EDWARD S28~3~2 ~~f~u~\;t., ;:~~~or~h, Ohio;

'43
PETERSON, RICHARD,
.
brid e' '45
PETSCHEK, ERIC, 198LBr~~t~e ~:~t~~~t., S~ringfield, Mass.; '45 (a)
PUTNAM, WILLIAM ..,
.
Q NN WILLIAM '46, Eliot H-52
'45 ( )
UI ' s
' 12 Cotton St."11
Newton, Mass.;
a
ROBBINS, AMUEL,
M
'43 (a)
L 24 Lee Rd. , Chestnut HI, ass.;
SOSMAN",.
SPOFFORD, RICHARD C C cJ T Matters Great Neck, N.Y.
ST. GEORGE, ROBERT . ., / 0 :
"
()
d
Z LEE P.O.B. 166, Vandalia, Mo,; 46 a
S
TOUT
"
1
d
1
Rd
Ottawa
TAYLOR, CLIFFORD, 260 ,C over a e . ,
, Cana a
TAYLOR, LOUIS '42, Busmess School
C 1'£. '44 (a)
C
178 S East Blvd., Corona, a I .,
.
TODD, LEMENT,
9' C b 'd
St Halifax Nova Scotia
THOMPSON, JOHN R.,
am n ge,"
N'. '44 (a)
VAN DYKE, MILTON, 1312 Buena dV~ta, R{~~donevN.W. 3, England; '43
WEINER, HERBERT, 4 Templew?o
ve:, ,
) ,
,
WILBUR GEORGE, South Denms, Mass., ,44 (a
.' 6 ( )
, F
R 54 Dudley St. Brookline, Mass., 4
a
WULSIN, RED .,
1 Calif, '44
WOLFORD, RICHARD, 355 K St., raweJ' PI" Minn' '46
WRIGHT, THEODORE, 511 Grand Ave., t. au,
.,

B

(a)-have completed the active membership qualification.
BAKER, MORTON, 175 South Mentor St., Pasadena, Calif.; '44 (a)
BEAL, W. DEF. JR., 37 Circuit Rd., Chestnut Hill, Mass.; '46 (a)
BROWKAW, CALEB, 225 Oak Parkway, Dunellen, N.J.
BRUNDAGE, ROBERT, 169 Christopher St., Montclair, N.J.; '42
CROWELL, THOMAS, 72 Gould Place, Coldwell, N.J.; '43
DAY, WILSON, 88 Congdon St., Providence, R.I.; '44 (a)
DE CHADENEDES, 24 Union St., Flushing, N.Y.; '43
DE LA GUARDIA, A. F. JR., Ave. Nicanor Ave, de Obania, Panama City,
Republic of Panama; '43
ERSKINE, LINWOOD, 5 Trowbridge Rd., Worcester, Mass.; '46 (a)
FITZPATRICK, JOSEPH, 496 Portland Ave., St. Paul, Minn.; '45 (a)
FLINT, ROBERT, St. Paul School, Concord, N.H.; '43
FURNAS, THOMAS, 315 S. 11th St., Independence, Kan.; '43 (a)
GOSTENHOFER, GEORGE, 23 Edgewood St., Chatham, N.J.; '46
HADDEN, J., 2787 Fairmount Blvd., Cleveland Heights, Ohio; '44
HIRSCHMAN, I., 428 11th Ave., Huntington, W. Va.; '43
JEWETT, JOHN P., 302 N. 3rd St., Yakima, Wash.; '43 (a)
KAUFFMAN, ANDREW JOHN, 51 High St., Bangor, Me.; '43 (a)
KELLY, ALBERT C., 119 E. 13th Ave., Bristow, Okla.; '44
KENT, O. B., West Lake St., Libertyville, Ill.; '45
KINSOLVING, L. L., 1170 Fifth Ave., New York City
MANTEL, SAMUEL JR., 5650 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, Ind.; '44 (a)
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CORRESPONDING MEMBERS
CORK BRUCE 37 Gray Gardens East, Cambridge 'd
'
W'
East, Cam b n ge
LATADY,
ILLI AM , 37 Gray Gardens kl'
POTTER ROBERT, Chestnut Place, B:oo me

J~HN,

Craigi~

Cambn~¥e

Ross,
24
St.,
1 Society Broadway at 156th St., NYC
WOOD, WALTER, Amencan Geograp lca
,
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